
1.
Holy fucking shit...my rig went down and i missed this event...did you see my sorry ass pop in
for a few minutes...i heard your probation dissertation and i needed to here that....i’m sick to
death of b and his thin-skinned fucking story....he’s trying to kill this unit...if you know what i
mean....what you just wrote was like rumi 21 century shit....my heart is pounding my eyes are
wet.....the fluctuations are typhoon size.....woof..love you dr fred...

2.
WOW    Today  was  awesome.  Thank  you  Mark(Oneness,  Me)  for  opening  up  the  can  of
"worms".

3.
You beat me to it J! That was some intensive refresher. Mark buddy, that was great. You were the
lightning rod for clarity.
Love

4.
It's best to avoid causing pain, but a surgeon can't be afraid to cut. 

5.
I had gone through a lot of suffering in the past few days regarding stories of being bullied and
betrayal.
But in satsang, awakeness woke up to not even remembering the words bullied or betrayal
 (proving that it was the d unit reacting to the "unstory"and subsequent feelings .(I had to go and
read the words that I wrote down earlier during... [my character's]  story )
During satsang this ALL melted away. how valuable satsang is !!!!!!

6.
Thanks, Fred.  It was a good satsang, as always.  I was glad you didn't call on me, because I was
kind of relating to Mark!  But I especially liked what you said about oneness and the character
edging each other out.  So true! 

7.
Hey Fred!
Well, today's satsang was exemplary, at the least. :D
Great reminder of how tricky and persuasive illusion is.

8.
I woke up a little when I noticed the conversation seemed to be careening out of control and
Fredness was getting more animated. Awakeness said "huh" what's going on here.

9.
I see you and raise you infinity.

10.
Thank you M,] for standing as the student (for all of us) and Fred as the teacher (also for all of 



us) today. Every Satsang here, we learn once more that there is neither teacher nor taught just the
teaching and that we are it. Loved how Fred said, "Fred doesn't get this either" when S said that 
it is not S who gets it . The teaching comes through Oneness standing as Fred to Oneness 
standing as all of us.

I loved the topic Mark raised today-- of continued practice or work after awakening. Each of us
comes from a different tradition but if it is okay, I wanted to share what I do. I listen to Fred on
YouTube, his podcasts, his books and Satsang videos, every free minute I have. I am not saying
this to say, oh what a good student, I am. I was taught that it is one of the most efficient practices
ever. It is called Sravanam in Sanskrit.

It is said that the world enters us through our ears. Fred often says that when a baby is born, it is
just am-ing. But between the ages of two and three, there a story that is loaded onto the simple
am-ing.  Someday,  it  believes  the content  of  the story and the  character  is  born.   That  same
process can be undone by feeding the truth through our ears.   When we hear the the master’s
words, we are presented an opportunity to go back to the truth. It does not mean we get stuck in a
place where we say there is no character. We need it to function in the relative world but we don't
believe  in  it  while  we act  as  it.   An underlying  awareness  of  the  truth  keeps  us  free  from
suffering. One of the examples they give in Vedanta is ... to recognize that the wave and the
ocean are the same, the waves don't have to stop.  Even while seeing the waves, we can see they
are the ocean. Similarly, even when seeing the character, we can know that we are the Self.

Our mind the creative energy,  of  the  Self,  flows like a  river  in  a  set  path,  until  it  receives
resistance.  We can stop the flow of our mind into believing that we are the character by giving
ourselves a  constant  reminder  that  we are the Self.  That's  what Satsang and listening to the
master's voice does. We are essentially,  creating a new route for the river.   Once it has been
rerouted, it gets deeper and deeper in the new path and the old path dries up. This automatic flow
or meditation that happens, not done by us but a natural consequence of our first step of repeated
exposure to truth is called mananam in Sanskrit. It is like if you watch a movie, you tend to think
about it for a while, the characters stick around in your mind. The teaching and truth stick around
after  repeated  exposure.  Like  Fred  says,  repetition  is  the  mother  of  clarity.  The  impulse  to
meditate on the teaching becomes automatic, just like we think about the movie. It is no longer a
doing. It has momentum of its own.
  The last step is called Nidhidyasana. Which is abidance. Again as a consequence of following
the first two steps, like a river merges in the ocean, there is no more movement. There is constant
recognition of truth.  
   I find this method easy. Even a lazy person’s way. The teacher is doing all the work. I am just
parking my attention there. As the mind can pay attention to only one thought at a time, and that
thought is the truth spoken by the master, I am automatically associated with truth. I remember
Fred  saying  many  times  that  he  did  that  with  Tolle.  I  find  it  tremendously  beneficial.  

Sorry about the long mail and thank you for your patience. You can google Sravana Manana
Nidhidyasana and find a lot of articles that can explain more clearly.

[This  a  perfect  description  of  what  I  term ‘going deep’ with a teacher.  This  is  earnestness,
openness, willingness, devotion and skillfulness all rolled into one. I went totally deep with both



Eckhart Tolle and Adyashanti.  In the end, I found myself totally transformed, and yet as the
writer says, they did all the work. I never surrendered. I was surrendered.


